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To 3,000 -watts

Senate Wants ‘X’ Boosted
The Student Senate voted un
animously Tuesday to recommend to
the Radio Task Force that GVSC’s
10-watt radio station, WSRX, be
boosted in power to 3,000 watts.
The power boost would give the
student-operated FM station a broad
cast range which would include
Grand Rapids, Holland, and Muske
gon, though the signal would be
weak in the western cities.
The Radio Task Force, which was
to meet yesterday, will make a re
commendation concerning the future
of WSRX and the possibility of a
50,000-watt National Public Radio
station by Dec. 5.
Senate President Jeff Hubbard
said that the proposed increase in
power would require the station to
have a full-time engineer, but would
ensure that students would be able to
continue to run the station.
Worker* attempt to tteem off the *oot from left Saturday's Kiider fire. (Photo by John S. Wanat).

Residents Get Threats

K istk r Culprit Search Goes On
Students whose rooms' sustained
smoke damage in a recent dormitory
fire at Grand Valley State Colleges
should be able to return to the res
idence hall at the beginning of next
term.
Meanwhile, four of the approx
imately 50 Kistler residents who
are in a motel in Holland received
threatening phone calls T u e s d a y
night.
Three of the calls were
reportedly made from within the
motel. Another went to the motel
switchboard from outside.
College officials say that they
expect clean-up of smoke damage,
and repairs in a second-floor lounge,
to which the fire was confined, to
be completed in about 20 days.
The affected students—fewer than
50—have been housed in the Holiday
Inn in Holland until their rooms can
be cleaned. Although 400 students
were evacuated from Kistler House
when fire struck the dormitory
early Saturday morning, November
17, most were able to return to their
rooms during the weekend.
“Conditions are returning to nor
mal for all but the few who lived in
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the second floor west wing, and we
expect they’ll be able to move back
by January 2, for the start of wii.ter
term,” said Ronald VanSteeland,
Grand Valley’s Vice President for
Administration.
Richard Mehler, dean of student
affairs, said Grand Valley has in
formed the parents of all students
living on campus about the fire and
the arrangements made to adjust to
the temporary- conditions associated
with it.
"Throughout its fifteen-year his
tory, Grand Valley has been justifi
ably proud of its reputation as a
safe and secure environment for
learning,” Mehler said.
“We are
continuing to take appropriate action
to deal with the fire and related con
cerns of students, parents and
others.”
Four investigators, including two
from Grand Valley’s security and
two from the State Fire Marshall’s
office, are working on the case full
time, according to VanSteeland, who
said indications are that the fire was
the result of arson.
The investigators have interviewed
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Dr. Samir T. IsFlak, professor of
Public Administration in the School
of Public Service, CAS, has been in
vited to a briefing in Washington
D.C, scheduled for Thursday,
November 29, 1979. The briefing,
to be conducted in the White House
by the President and national secur
ity advisor, Zbigniew Brezizinski, will
focus on Salt II and Middle Eastern
affairs.

IsHak (Photo Courtaty Madia Rela
tions.

more than forty individuals in con
nection with the Fire.
Several rewards are being offered
for information related to the fire,
including one of up to $1,000 from
the State Fire Marshall’s office and
several others ranging in size from
$50 to $200 from Grand Valley.
Loss in the blaze is now estima
ted at about $50,000. “The fire
department and the fire marshall’s
office have told us that the fireproof
construction of the dormitory is
imp.cssive," said VanSteeland, “ and
it limited the actual fire to just one
room. But the adjacent area got a
lot of smoke, and we’ve got plenty
of soot and odor to remove before
students
can
be
comfortable
there.”
He said the necessary work will
involve extensive cleaning and re
painting of the hallway and of sev
eral rooms, as well as probable
replacement of a variety of items
such as carpeting, drapes, and mat
tresses.
Other costs include the
expense of cleaning or replacing
students’ personal property affected
by the smoke.

Dr. IsHak sees the meeting as an
opportunity for the mutual exchange
of views on international issues.
A probable topic will be the
Iranian crisis and its implications for
future U.S. foreign policy. Dr. IsFlak
feels that internal politic* should be
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disregarded and fully backs Pres
ident Carter’s actions. He sees the
UN role as a vehicle for communica
tion and feels a dialogue should be
maintained until the fate of the hos
tages is certain. “ But”, he says,“we
should not give in to blackmail.”
He is behind Salt II “one hundred
percent”, and feels a pressing prior
ity, “to reduce the chance of a mis
understanding that could lead to
accidental nuclear war.”
Dr. IsHak, who is considered to be
an expert in Middle East affairs, has
participated in similiar briefings in
the past. In January of 1978, he and
14 others, participated in a scholardiplomat seminar with President
Carter and Secretary of State Vance.

Park To Enhance Riverfront
A riverfront park with facilities
for skiing, canormg, hiking, j picnick
ing and other recreational activities is
one of several proposals being ex
plored by Grand Valley administra
tors working on a 20 - year plan for
campus development.
“Over the yearn. weVe had a var
iety a t nsg|i ilium from faculty and

campus,” Ronald F. VanSteeland,
vice-president for administration,
said. “We’ve been working since last
winter to put these ideas together in
a comprehensive plan for develop
ment of the rampus through the year
2800.
“We've met with more than 100
atudcnw. faculty and staff mem bets,
~
enviromental planners, bio

logists. visual artists, people interest
ed in outdoor recreation, and others
in an attempt to develop consensus
approach to the campus - to consider
suggestions and criridam from ill
sectocs in developing our master
plan.”
“We’ve hired Randy No£», a land
continued on page 3

A 50,000-watt station would re
quire professional staff in many
management positions.
Concern has been voiced by the
administration about a power boost
for WSRX. Jock Bliss, GVSC direct
or of Media Relations told the task
force last week that the school
would demand more control of the
operation of the station if its broad
cast range were to include Grand

Rapids or other area population
centers.
Bliss, a member of the Radio
Task Force, said that GVSC ad
ministrators arc concerned that
area residents may think GVSC
students do not have "anything be
tween their cars" if the institution
does not have some control over the
station.

Grievance Policy Gets SS Nod
The Student Senate (SS) approved
a sexual harassment grievance po
licy at their meeting Tuesday.
The policy was formulated by an
SS task force and will be forwarded
to the Executive Committee of the
(faculty) Senate.

The grievance procedure lists
three places for complaints of sex
ual harassment to be reported to.
These are the director of the Career
Planning and Counseling Center, the
GVSC Affirmative Action Officer,
and the director of the Women’s In
formation Bureau.

Prez Considers Blight’s Plight
by Jeff Tikkancn
GVSC President Arend D. Lub
bers is now considering a request
made by a number of students and
faculty to reappoint a CAS psychology professor fired in last spring’s
wave of financial cutbacks.
The Committee for the Reap
pointment of Jim Blight met with
Lubbers Nov. 16 to make their re
quest. The president promised to
consider it and is expected to reply
by the end of fall term.
“Our main concern is quality ed
ucation at Grand Valley”, said Committe head William Baum. "The loss
of Jim Blight is definitely a loss of
quality teaching”.
At the meeting w-ith Lubbers,
about forty students and faculty
gave witness to Jim Blight’s teach
ing ability as well as voicing their
own concerns on qualify education.
“ I’ve learned more from one of
Jim Blight’s classes in eight weeks
than 1 learned in a year and a half
at Central Michigan” , said CAS
student Marguerite Smith.
“ Boy, are we losing quality
teachers and 1 can’t believe it”, raged
CAS Professor Carl Bajema who has
rescheduled his classes to attend a
psychology- seminar by- Blight this
winter. (Last year Blight and wife
Janet 1-ang taught a year-long semi
nar without pay to interested psych
ology students.)
Part time student Pat Cole s a id ,

‘B oy, are we
losing quality
teachers. .

“Jim Blight is a person that motivat
ed me to stay in school and graduate
when I was about to quit. I am now
planning on graduate school.”
Perhaps the committee’s views
were best summed up by Carl Baje
ma who said, “We feel that the firing
of Jim Blight is not an answer to an
economical education” . (Blight is the
lowest paid professor in the CAS
psychology department.)
President Lubbers said that the
major conflict in reappointing Blight
stems from the fact that it was the
dean’s office that fired him and over
ruling a department decision may

jeopardize the dean’s office auto
nomy.
CAS Dean Charles Sorensen said
th v Jim Blight is an outstanding
teacher, perhaps one of the most
successful in the college.
The most obvious conflict, said
Lubbers, is the fact that Blight was
not fired because of his teaching
ability but from his lack of tenure.
“Tenure has to mean something”
said Lubbers, “and I’ll be the first to
admit that we have not done a good
job in defining quality education.”
Last winter the faculty senate
(ACAS) recommended that the
principle criterion for retaining or
dismissing faculty during financial
crisis would be competence in
teaching. Tenure and seniority were
'o be of lesser significance.
Blight was unanimously recom
mended for reappointment by his
department and by the Committee
on Promotion and Tenure.
Since the notice of his firing last
May, Blight and Lang have meet
with Lubbers twice and Vice-Pres
ident Glenn Niemeyer once.
When Blight and Lang were ask
ed what they felt about the com
mittee’s action they said,“ First off
we’re very, flattered. We had no
part in the committee’s campaign
Secondly we are excited about stu
dents and faculty coming together to
rationally work out their problems
with the administration. Let us hope
that something will come of this.”
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Lanthorn Editorials
America Needs Respect
American investment entwines the globe. American military power is
the stitching that holds it in place. America's Lockuui concepts of pro
perty, backed by native economic maintenance teams trained by and for
the U.S., dominate the fiscal life of the third world. We expect respect for
our interests, sustained by the threat of violent intervention.
And worldwide, we experience respect.
"Tacho" Somoza, the deposed president of Nicaragua, used American
aircraft to blitz his own capital while his American-trained National Guard
executed dissidents representing a mere majority of his people.
Declaring martial law in 1973, Phillipines President Ferdinand Marcos
established a “stable” business climate for multinational investment. U.S.
counterinsurgency experts and military hardware now contribute to his
survival in a three-front civil war.
Shah Mohamed Reza Pahlavi ruthlessly resorted to the employment
of C.I.A. -trained secret police and elaborate American weaponry to
repress his fellow Persians.
But U.S. based multinational corporations continue their business even
in the face of extreme unpleasantness. Apparently, nothing could be less
pleasant than lack of profits.
This peculiar priority has led to the massive use of U.S. equipm en^nd
advice to perpetuate the rule of extremely unpopular regimes at a great ex
pense to the world’s poor.
We are known as monsters in a region broader than the Middle East.
The American military threat of retaliation in Iran is little more than a
focal point for Islamic solidarity in that country. Arguments for religious
rule cannot be ignored by a people paranoid in the face of apparent for
eign invasion. The cynical vendetta of a manipulative fanatic is blessed by
the memory of our own crimes and the promise of a Holy War.

V IE W P O IN T

The Kistler — Khomeini Connection
militancy of those Iranian students
come from? What is the cause of all
I think we would be foolish not the anti-American anger blowing up
to try to find some relationship be across the Middle East? Let us not
tween the fires in Kistler and other be so blind as to suppose that it is
acts of violence occuring throughout not derived from decades of econ
the world today. I hope that our re omic and political rape of the third
actions to that arson can teach us world countries by ascendant West
ern capitalists or CIA sponsored ty
a valuable lesson about human
rants. Can we, for just a moment,
nature and irrational violence.
Ask any Kistler resident and they empathize with whole generations
who have had their lives ravaged and
should be able to describe, quite
well, the fear, the anget and the para their wealth stolen by their own
governments? Do we know what it is
noia they feel toward an unknown,
like to have relatives disappear sud
unseen menace. Time and ethics
not withstanding, I wonder what
denly and never seen again? Have we
would happen to the pcrson(s) in ever experienced being turned out of
dicted for that if we could get out our homes and businesses because we
hands on them before they are belonged to the (currently) wrong
taken into custody. I have no doubt religious sect? If we could under
that it would be hard for some of us stand the oppression the citizens of
to restrain ourselves from immolat these countries have lived under and
spirit of the people in Iran.
ing them in return. After all, “eye relate their emotions to those we feel
I do not excuse the shameful at
for an eye” is not just a statement of towards the Kistler arsonist, then we
titudes of the Ayatollah Khomeini
ancient Judiac law; it is a rich obser would not as quickly condemn in
towards human dignity and inter
vation of the pervasive, normal hu others what is endemic in ourselves.
We must recognize that our feel national law, however, do not be
man reaction to violence. And in
deceived by the many Americans
the middle of our self-righteous de ings of anger and helplessness are
who have passed judgement too
mands for justice, can we hear the universal. Just as some community
retributive cries of people in Iran should share the blame for fostering quickly and offer simplistic, militaris
an arsonist, so we may have to share tic solutions. They are deceived. The
as the same?
Where did the frustration and the guilt for the plundering of the crisis in the Middle East is but the
by Robert Schoken

Union Opts For Radioactive Paycheck

Egypt Program Needs Support

Society, it is said,
possesses a unique selfdefense mechanism in
herent in its fabric which
allows it to respond to
so-called
social
ills.
There was a time in early
Americana that the larger

The GVSC Egypt program, perhaps the most prestigious foreign study
offered through our school, needs more students. Possibly due to a lack
of publicity, only one person is presently registered at the Center for
International Studies for the 1980 edition of this vital exchange.

That's how its been for a small group of Grand Valley students since
1977. And for the last two summers, the Egyptian government has been
sending a similar group to our campus. Egypt has few offical exchanges
with American universities. The Lantbom hopes that we can keep ours.
If more Americans had understood Islam (among other things), it might
have made a difference in Iran.

Scbolten is a member o f the Grand
Valley Liberation Committee, which
endorses this statement.

Worker's 'Welfare' At Stake

America needs a new respect. And the Ayatollah needs a war.

For only $1200 plus tuition (financial aid accepted), you can spend a
month this winter in a complex and exotic country, privately discussing
world affairs with the cream of its intellectual elite, intimately introduced
to the richest archaeological treasures of the world by the very experts
that attend them: all this as you are escorted by charming hosts with vast
social and governmental connections from end to end of the most scenic
nation in the Middle East.

beginning of a logical coordination of
the forces that are realizing political
and economic life in the world. If we
could understand these forces, we
will not fall into the deadly trap of
being a nation of reactionaries.
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F ( ) O t e corI>or,tions Personified

commercial scene: buc alas, this has changed.
Unions, whose very creation owed genesis to
corporate excess, have apparently studied their
adversaries well, and—in ultimate tribute- are
mimicking them in style and substance.
Most of us are aware of the historical antece
dents giving rise to the modern union movement.
Basically, if business is left unchecked, it will
maximize profits by whatever means available
unless a countervailing force intervenes. Unions
have in the past represented this force and have
served their function well. However, there is

growing evidence that they too may be scheming
to the detriment of the working man.
In our post-Three Mile Island brotherhood, it
has become fashionable to oppose nuclear power,
hustle socially-relevant teeshirts, and misspell the
word nuclear.
Despite its infestation with
highly-vocal minions of ignobile vulgus, the anti
nuclear movement has offered legitimate ques
tions deserving reply. One such question is: Are
workers at a nuclear power plant safe?
Union shop steward Richard Ostrowski
welder at Con Edison's power plant at Indian
Point, NY, wanted to know. Since 30 of the 150
employees under his supervision were being
forced to perform duties in the high radiation
area of the plant, Ostrowski sought answers from
Con Ed regarding safety. Unable to solicit a
satisfactory response, he invited Dr. Thomas
Najarian, a specialist in radiation contamination
from Boston's V.A. Hospital to examine the fac
ulty and address the union.
The reaction: Ostrowski was brought before

the governing board of the union, found guilty of
disloyalty and wilfully harming the union, and
was suspended for fourteen months. He was
accused by fellow workers of being a “ Commie”
and of attempting to take away jobs when his
only “crime” was a desire to seek full disclosure
of the possibility of nuclear contamination. The
union hierarchy, however, apparently believed
it more important to preserve jobs than the
health of those performing the jobs.
Stymied at the un;on level, Ostrowski took his
case to Albany, the state capitol, where he con
fronted Assemblyman Stephen Grecco with
evidence strongly indicating violations by Con
Ed of safety standards. Grecco, head of the
Labor Committee, declined to hold hearings as
they “might produce bad publicity” and would
not “benefit the worker”.
Given this sad performance by the union and
those in labor one wonders if the so-called guard
ians of the working man might better be labeled
“enemy of the people”.

Letters
Editor:
We believe the action taken by
the Iranian Revolutionary Govern
ment to be a violation of interna
tional law. We feei this action has
to be met with firm and decisive
action by our own government. We
realize the undisirability of direct
confrontation or other acts of war.
Therefore, we would support and
like to see the following action
taken:
First, the United States of Amer
ica should refuse to meet any of
the demands set by those who
violate our human rights.
Second, we should not only re
fuse to meet these demands, we
should refuse to negotiate with
these irrational leaders. We realize
the dire consequences of decision
but if we negotiate with them, we
are condoning their actions.
Third, all American shipments to
Iran should erase at once. Not one
dollar of American money should
be turned over to the Iranians.
Not one gram of U.S. grain should
enter their ports. Not one product
of yankee technology should be
exploited by the Iranian people.
Fourth, to protest the action of
the students in Iran, many of whom
the U.S^ a
should be
o f ha naan undents from a>
Fifth, all Iranian property and
; in the U.SJL, whether private
be frozen by
j the release
o f the I

leges and immunities be suspended
for all Iranian diplomats on Amer
ican soil.
We do realize the need for Iranian
oil. We also know that the above
points are key to the peaceful re
lease of our countrymen. It is the
safest, fastest, and only non-mili
tary means to insure that they will
be returned to their families.
We likewise realize that the
Iranian government will cut their
oil exports. This action will produce
a few months of needed reform in
our wasteful ways.
It will also
show the need for a reliable, re
newable, and inexpensive energy
source that cannot be used to black
mail our country.
Americans have endured two
world wars, the humiliation of
Vietnam, and the devastation of
Watergate.
We will survive with
restored pride in our nation by the
above-stated actions, and are wil
ling to meet the sacrifices it will
demand. We want only the re
turn of our diplomats and the
knowledge that Americans can
achieve anything they desire.

ate (ECS). As former ECS/ACAS
reps from William James College in
the years 1975-78, we find this dis
tressing. We seem to have found a
new low watermark of democracy
at Grand Valley. We only hope
students are vigorously protesting
this elimination of what little access
they were allowed in college affairs.
ECS/ACAS is the main forum that
the academic community has to de
liberate matters concerning the Col
leges.
While members may not
always agree politically, ECS/ACAS
as a deliberative body possesses some
integrity, and guarantees access by
all members of the academic com
munity to important dedsionvmaking. At least until now. It seems
students are no longer considered a
part of the academic community.
What happened?

News has reached us that as of
this fall, students at GVSC are
being deprived o f their seats on the
AH-Co&efe
Academic
Senate

We have heard the rationale for
dismissing the students:
They
don’t participate and when they dry
they only vote as puppets of their
unit’s faculty representatives any
way, so their input is unnecessary.
While ECS/ACAS meetings are net
always welWnderstood or attended
by students we recall Senate meet
ings where faculty had to be chased
down in hallways and offices.
As for student “puppet" voting,
what about the f«mili«r practice of
an entire college faculty delegation
voting ere bloc in conformity to
their leaders’ stand on an issue.
Both of us as student reps voted in
dependently-, but also, what is
wrong when students join forces
with faculty to prevent rnminor il

Executive CnnuiHTTrr of the Sen

Is the only diffcware between

Dale Fountain
Robert Dean, Jr.

Editor:

being a “puppet” and voting “en
block" the difference of academic
degrees and salaries?
Only through organized struggle
has access to political machinery
been gained by blacks, women,
gays, Hispanics, Indians, workers,
etc.
Students and faculty in the
1960’s and 1970’s fought hard to
affirm and implement the principle
of student representation in college
affairs. But the ever-efficient Grand
Valley State has now deemed this to
be an unnecessary hinderance to
effective academic management.
Our purpose in writing this letter
is to give support to those now
fighting this reprehensible new policy
and to give encouragement to those
who would like to fight it. No
policy is ever permanent . . . This
ACAS decision to take away student
voting rights cuts across all Col
lege lines. It affects all students.
You are the ones who have to live
with this policy* you are also the
only ones who can change it. You
have a right to a quality education in
which von have your say!
Julie Matuzak
Mike Wright

Editor:
A new age hat been heralded in
with the public viewing of “Video
Greece" on channel 35. A new
age of an; a new age of television.
Iosmad o f being manipulated by the
experience th e vital

latent within our subconscious
selves—the center of creativity here
tofore held captive in shells hardened
by years of hardcore reality; years
of bubble-gum love stories, sickeningiy advocated scenes of violence;
and hum-drum soaps that torture
us with their close-to-home depiction
of sn unreal reality identified by mil
lions.
Sounds never before heard and
never to be duplicated because of
their essential spontaneity,„visualj
that are borne of pure human exper
iential creativcnesa,. this experience
knows no boundaries, definitions,
lim itstionj-if one will only look

upon “ Video Greece” without inhi
bitions and preconceived notions of
art, television and music.
As products of a world wrought
with communication and mass media
gluttony, we owe it to ourselves
to experience “Video Greece” for a
taste of existential “reality” in the
medium that is the very moving
force of our day and age.
I urge everyone to see this piece.
Go to the audio-visual department
and request the Media Lowriders
"Video Greece".
This must be
viewed in color, or not at alL
Maureen Ruddy
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Two Barred from Computers; Knew Too Much

Normally hidden from view, this is Grand Valley's main computer bank, housed in Manitou Hall (Photo
by Lou DiGiovanni).
by Nancy Schondclmayer
Two William James College stu
dents feel they arc barred from
Grand Valley State Colleges’ Compu
ter Center because they know too
much about the machines.
Letters written by WJC Dean
Adrian Tinsley and dated March 29,
1979 prohibit Dave Cook and Bruce
Damkoehler from using GVSC com
puter terminals without permission
from her and Computer Center Di
rector Larry Wilbur. Tinsley says an
independent study program would
be reason for permission to be
granted.
Both students were also barred
from entering the Lake Superior

computer terminals. The Computer
Center Director Director says other
students were also denied their com
puter privileges when Cook and
Damkoehler caused the system to
"crash’’. A “crash” is a shut-down
1) excessive computer use
of the system wherein no informa
2) “crashing” the computer system,
tion can be entered or withdrawn
thereby denying other people use
from
the computer.
of the system
In May, Cook and Damkoehler
3) making unauthorized printouts of
programs other students and fac wrote an account of their position on
the matter. Both men agreed they
ulty members had stored in the
used more computer time than any
computer’s memory, and
4) obtaining manuals other than other student, but they stated they
those used in GVSC computer tried to make the system easy for
other students to use. Two examples
science classes.
given were an accounting directory
Wilbur emphasized his displeasure
listing program created by Cook and
with the excessive amount of time
Damkoehler and a program allowing
Cook and Damkoehler spent at

Hall terminal room.
The letters
were written after a meeting be
tween Tinsley, Wilbur, Cook, and
Damkoehler.
The students were
confronted these accusations:

Music Gains Accreditation
The music programs at Grand
Valley State Colleges have been
accredited by the National Associa
tion of Schools of Music (NASM).
Grand Valley was granted Asso
ciate Membership in NASM, the
initial' accreditation stage awarded
to qualified institutions of higher
learning, at the association’s 55th
annual meeting' in Philadelphia
November 18-20.
Grand Valley
will be re-evaluated for full member
ship within five years.
•Founded in 1924, the NASM
seeks to promote a better under
standing among institutions of higher
education involved in music pro
grams, to establish a more uniform
method of granting credit, and to
set standards for the granting of
degrees and other credentials.
NASM has been designated by
the Council on Post-secondary Ac

creditation as the agency responsible
for the accreditation of music
curricula in higher education, and
by the United States Office of
Education as the agency responsible
for the accreditation of all music
curricula.
Grand Valley’s acceptance into
NASM is the culmination of two
years work on the part of the music
faculty. A special accreditation task
force headed by Larry W. Edwards,
Chairman of the GVSC Department
of Music, and including Professor
Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, and
former department chairman Wayne
Dunlap, was established in 1977 to
begin curricular revision and to
complete the necessary self-study
and application materials for evalua
tion by NASM.
An NASM evaluation team which
visited Grand Valley’s music depart-

Riverfront Park
cape architect student from Michi>ari State University, to help us put
ogethcr the ideas wc’vc been dis
mssing into a comprehensive plan.”
The suggested park site includes
i half mile of riverfront property
ind Grand Valley’s downhill ski
irea, with facilities for picnicking.,
canoeing, downhill and cross-country
ikiing, sledding, tobogganing and
ice skating, as well as trails connect
ing with Grand Valley’s nature and
fitness trails. The park would con
nect with the proposed River Ridge
development north of M -45 bridge.

The proposed park would be de
signed to enhance the natural enviro
nment, avoiding motorized recreation
al and other vehicles.
There are several compelling argu
ments for the park, according to
VanStceland, who cited population
trends, including development of the
River Ridge property and a shift in
Ottawa County population away
from the lakeshorc and the east, the
fact that the site is an ideal river
front location, and the opportunity
for citizens of Allendale and Grand
Valley to cooperate on the venture.

ment last February cited the pro
gram’s faculty, physical facilities, and
positive environment for educational
activity, and ratio of full-time fac
ulty to the music majors.
“The accreditation
of Grand
Valley’s music program is a sign to
prospective students, future employ
ers of our graduates, and graduate
schools that our music program is of
the highest quality,” Edwards said.
“We have worked long and hard to
develop a fine program, and we are
proud to have the NASM recognition
of our accomplishments."

LSI! terminal room users to share
the room’s only printing terminal.
The account states, "Even though we
spent aJot [sic] of time on the com
puter, our efforts were devoted
towards the other users, making
their work easier and thus saving
their time and computer time."
Tinsley says there is some conflict
as to whether all of the two stu
dents' projects were worthwhile.
As an example, she mentioned large
amounts of free verse poetry run off
by Cook.
In their statement, Cook and
Damkoehler wrote that they tried
to provide the Computer Center
with all the information and possible
solutions to the system's problems
or “bugs". They also contend that
the Computer Center has taken
steps to prevent computer users
from obtaining printouts of infor
mation other users have stored in
main memory banks.
The two students stated that as
they progressed they obtained man
uals other than those used in classes
through the Campus Center Book
store and later from the publisher.
In their account. Cook and Damkochler said the Computer Center
tried unsuccessfully to stop both
the bookstore and Honeywell, Inc.
from selling them manuals.
Computer Center Director Larry
Wilbur says system abuse by both of
the William James students was tol
erated for three to four years. In
a March 22 memorandum from
Wilbur to Dean Tinsley, Wilbur
compared computer use time be

New

tween computer science faculty and
students, WJC faculty and students,
and Cook and Damkoehler. Cook
and Damkoehler are credited with
using between 6 and 7 times more
computer time than the rest of WJC
students combined. The memoran
dum states, "Dave Cook and Bruce
Damkoehler’s utilization of the sys
tem is considered to be unjustified."
Wilbur says removing Cook and
Damkoehler will not prevent them
from graduating in their programs.
Damkoehler has graduated, Cook is
still a student.
During the summer break, Exec
utive Assistant to the President
Arthur C Hills reviewed Cook and
Damkoehler’s document and wrote
a letter to both, saying he felt Dean
Tinsley had made the right decision
and allowed them to get copies of
tapes and printouts from their com
puter files.
The matter was not
referred to the Campus Judiciary
but was handled by the Computer
Center, William James College, and
Arthur G Hills.
The Computer Center is now reg
ulating student usage by imposing
limits on the computer use time and
storage space allocated to students.
Wilbur says the exact regulations
should be spelled out to computer
students by their instructors. The
Computer Center Director says other
students have had their computer
privileges taken away in the past
for system abuse.
Wilbur says
some students have been given back
access after problems were solved
between the students, the instructor,

Grand Valley’s bus service to
Holland, Grand Haven, and Muske
gon will be continued through winter
and spring terms. Dean of Student
Affairs Richard Mehler said the col
leges’ survey of students indicated
there was a need for the bus service
during the severe weather months.
During winter term the buses will
run from January 2 to March 14.
Spring runs will begin on March 25
and continue until June 6. There
will be a morning arrival at 7:55 a.m.
an afternoon departure at 1:05p.m.

and an evening departure at 5:05 pm.
Mehler says tnere may be some
changes in the pick-up points to
avoid snow removal problems.
Grand Valley’s bus service will not
operate from December 7 to January
1.
Also, Campus Center Services is
now accepting applications for its
winter carpooling program. Carpool
applications arc available at Buzz 206
or at the Student Affairs Office. A
computer will be used to divide the
area into zones and will provide

:00 a.m.
Only in eases of extreme emerency when roads are doted or
here is violent ewather or energy
am will GVSC dose. If condibona
lo not threaten the health or safety
if in
Grand Valley will
>open.

The Music Listening
Lounge will dose at 5:00 pm Dec
ember 6 and reopen on January 2.
The GVSC Bookstore will be open
from 11:00 am to 3:10 pm on
December 10-14 and 17-21. It will
be open from 8;30 am to 8:00 pm
oa January 2. The bookstore w il

names, addresses, phone numbers
and schedules of interested persons.
All the student needs to do is call the
people i:, his/her zone whose sche
dules match his own.
During Christmas break theGRATA bus service will have only
one arrival and departure daily at
GVSC Buses will arrive at Grand
Valley at 7:50 am and leave at 5:10
pm. Further details arc printed in
the insert to the No. 11 bus schedule
available at the Campus Center.
. v \r n

Grand Valley’s College of Arts
and Sciences has music curricula
leading to the Bachelor of Arts in
Music, the Bachelor of Science in
Music, the Bachelor of Music Educa
tion, and the Bachelor of Music in
performance.

sp e p -u p

from page one
"Initial reaction to the park propv s i has been favorable,” Vaneland said
"Faculty and staff
members have volunteered excell
ent suggestions and criticism." There
have been side benefits to the
campus development activities, too,
including opportunities to discuss
related issues, such as the traffic plan
for M-45, particularly in the win
ter. A group comprised of repre
sentatives of Grand Valley, the River
Ridge developers and Allendale resi
dents is now studying the M-45
traffic plan."

You Were AH Warned
During Christmas break the ser
vices at the Campus Center will
either be dosed or operate on a re
duced schedule.
The Campus Center building will
dose at 9:00 pm December 6 and 7
and will be open 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
on the following days: December
10-14, December 17-21, and Decem
ber 26-28. Normal hours will resume
on January 2.

Cook (Photo by Lou DiGiovanni)

BusLines Will Continue
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In the event that Grand Valley is
treed to close at any time this
inter because of inclement weather,
inouncements of the closings will
i made on area radio stations. An
tempt will be made whenever posbic to notify the stations (WLAV
nd WOOD in Grand Rapids, WGHN
, Grand Haven. WJBL in Holland
ad WTRV in Muskegon before

and the Computer Center. Accord
ing to Wilbur, new programs are
making it harder for students to over
step their boundaries.
Wilbur says the Computer Center
was not able to solve some of the
computer system problems pointed
out by Cook and Damkoehler be
cause GVSC was unable to get tech
nical information and advice from
the system's manufacturer, Xerox
Data Systems, after Xerox sold out
to Honeywell. Wilbur says Honey
well was not interested in trouble
shooting old systems but in selling
new computer systems. This summer
the Computer Center was able to
get technical advice from Carlcton
University, and a Canadian school
with the same computer system as
GVSC’s.

be dosed at other times during
break.
Laker Landing will be open from
8:30 am to 11:00 am December
10-14 and 17-21. It will be open
from 6:30 am to 4:30 pm uu Jan
uary 2.
CORRECTION
In the Noveir.be: 21 issue, ~
was incorrectly repotted that the
Michigan Education Aawciation
represented only four colleges. Lake
Superior State College, Ferria Sate
College, Univcnity of Detroit and
Central Michigan Univcnity. The
MEA repicaenta 28 ta w and fbua
pear colleges and univerntiea includ
ing the four mentioned.
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OUR SEASONAL GIFT
TO GVSC STUDENTS
- PASS THE WORD

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL VITAMINS AND HERBS IN DECEMBER
BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D.
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i Hubbell
Lanthorn
In
The Corner
Second Wind’ :Bill Russell’s Best Seller
Goodbye Seventies!

Arts/Entertainment

by Chris Berry

Hubbell of the eighties, Hubbell around the comer.
Whoosh!!! There goes the seventies. No more cheap gas. Enter the in
flation invasion. Limousines transformed into "fuel efficient compact
can”. Health food becomes the rage. Punk rock enters, attacks, and exits.
Hawks and doves witnessed the end of the war and the defeat of American
forces in Vietnam. CB’s became a screeching reality. Long hair is not “cut”
off, but trimmed and “styled”.
Yes, we have witnessed many physical changes in the seventies. Perhaps
personal appearance changed the most. Many young people exchanged
their formal and casual dress for Goodwill seconds. Women opted for the
Annie Hall look, while men reverted back to their childhoods and began
wearing all the clothes they hated as children. The best dressed man of the
seventies wore an inch-wide tie, his deceased grandfather's shirt (so thin it
was see-through),the sixties durable army boots, and straight legged rolled
cuffed jeans.
Women’s hair generally became shorter as their lives became more bus
iness oriented. They no longer found the time or the necessity to spend
hours on their "hair-dos”.
Men’s hair generally became more styled, more discoesque. Men could
not get a haircut at Joe's Barber Shop anymore. They had to go to The
Stylist.
However, not everyone has conformed to the “seventies look . Yours
truly (here he goes again) has not had a serious haircut since 1975. 1 don’t
represent fad disco hair styles. I don’t represent the revolutionary sixties.
1 suppose I represent the seventies mixture of styles.
Yes, slowly but surely we have progressed to a point of excepting a
variety of appearances. The eighties may well prove to be a style-less
decade. The mixture of appearances will become the only fad. Of course
when we eliminate appearance codes, we further our civilization and help
eliminate appearance generalizations.
Civilization is in for surprise-filled decade. The peaceniks and vigilantes
have become much more apparent (i.e. the neo-Nazi party, the nuclear
moritorium groups, the KICK, the apathetic pot smokers, etc.).
Appearances do represent values. Our values changed last decade, they
will change in the eighties. I don’t plan on cutting my hair because it is
not very significant. Maybe my occupaion will become more important
than my free flowing locks (Ayatollah forbid!). Goodbye seventies! Hello
eighties, come in, sit down. I’m glad you have finally arrived.

Second Winds The Memoirs of an Opinionated Man, by Bill Russell and
Taylor Branch, New York, Random House, Inc., 1979
Most of us today are like cows; we will quietly stand in any line or
fill out any form if there’s a sign telling us that’s what we should do.
As a result, the country is filled with people who either paint signs or
stand in line. I don’t like doing either one.
Don't look for a naive tale like the Lou Gehrig Story or a racy expose like
Ball Four in this book, because this book is about a person-Bill Russell, ex
professional basketball star and current opionated man. Within its two hun
dred and sixty-five pages, this book reveals Bill Russell as if he was a weekend
guest, sincerely telling all in great intimacy. Upon thorough reflection and
good-humored reminiscence, Bill Russell tells of his life—childhood, encoun
ters, failings, goals, and breaks—and how he and his opinions evolved to the
state that they arc at today.
Bill Russell was one of the most talented, versatile, and controversial play
ers who ever sweated in a basketball uniform. His name is synonymous with
the words "team-player" and “champion". By leading his college team, the
University of San Francisco, to two straight national championships and his
professions! team, the Boston Celtics, to eleven championships in thirteen
seasons of play, Russell leaves behind an impressive record that will probably
never be matched by another center.
Contrary to expectations, Bill Russell neither was born with a basketball
in his hand nor did he have superior God-given ability, but only through hard
work and “magical” breaks did he rise to the celebrated stature that is now
legend. He hardly even played basketball until he moved out to California at
age twelve. Barely making the basketball team each year (one year he alter
nated sitting in the stands and playing fifteenth man on the team with an
other player), he improved enough to be a mediocre player who was lucky to
receive playing time on an excellent high school team. Then came the "mag
ical” breaks. Because other better players didn’t have the same flexible
school schedule, Russell was picked to tour with the California All-Star Team.
On this trip he went through his first metamorphosis that put him on the
road to becoming a great player. Then, the “magic" once again struck just as
he started a career as an apprentice sheet metal worker at the San Francisco
Naval Shipyards; he was offered a tryout for a scholorship at the University
of San Francisco because an alumni scout had happened to see his best high
school game in which he scored fourteen points From that point on, his
basketball career slam-dunked at a frenzy pace as he and K. C. Jones became
the two foremost scientists of the geometric game.

Although basketball was a big pan of Bill Russel’s life, it was a device, not
an end, that helped him grow as a person like others grow from a college
education or religious beliefs. As a youngster, he was very insecure after the
death of his mother. In high school, he did a good impression of a hall locker
and wilted (no pun intended) around girls. Basketball then came into his life
as his savior. Thank James Naismith that Bill Russell was able to use basket
ball to build his self confidence and understanding that he wouldn’t have
come close to as a sheet-metal worker.
The parts of this book dealing with his personal growth is what makes this
autobiography different from almost any other. Seeing this growth through
out the book makes Russell a person who can be touched and identified with.
For example, his experiences with the opposite sex are both moving and
humorous. He admits that he is innocent in the art of how to act toward
women as he recalls painfull encounters with them, but, like in his basketball,
he always aspired to be better. Even at the end of the book, where he stops
because he doesn't know the future chapters, Russell conveys the feeling that
although he has not mastered the art of how to act toward women, including
his current love, he will always strive for that perfection.
It is this quest fo ' perfection all of life that makes him an opinionated
man. He is not a shallow ex-jock-the third chapter more than proves th a tbut he is a sharp-minded man with well thought out ideas. On prejudice, one
of the more predominantly discussed subjects in the book, he says;
Show me a person with no prejudices and I’ll show you a person
with no taste. The struggle is to keep the prejudice from turning into
biotry and hatred. Some people try to guard against this by surrender
ing their point of view to others or to an institution. It doesn t work.

Although admittedly not as devoted as someone like Dr. Martin Luther King,
evils like bigotry hurt Russell deeply as he wishes he could do something for
the world’s advancement.
His search for perfection in himself and others is the essence of Russell s
autobiography. He did not write this book to promote basketball as a career
or to reminisce on days passed, but to sound his common sensical views on
life. After being a cardboard hero in the NBA (he cringes when fathers tell
him that they want their son to be just like him when, in fact, they don’t
even know what sort of person he is like), he uses his sports page fame to
write, naturally and refreshingly, about areas that are hardly issues that ex
jocks indulge in. To Russell, basketball was only one stage in his life.

‘A Celebration of Life To Save Lives’
by Travis Avery
Fountain Street Church will open
its doors Thursday, November 29 at
8 p.m. to “A Benefit for the Cambodian/Kampuchean Refugees”. Sev
eral of G.R.’s finest performers, in
cluding the Corporeal Mime Theatre,
Terry Bussey with Chris Shepard,
and Carol Johnson will donate their
talent and energy to "a celebration
of life to save lives.”
Carol Johnson, long time Grand
Rapids favorite, will open the show
at 8 p.m.. She describes her music
as country/folk and she writes much
of her own material. Johnson re
turns to town in time for the bene
fit after a two-year stay in Nashville.
The Corporeal Mime Theatre,

internationally acclaimed, has settled
in town under the auspices of the GV
Performing Arts Center, having re
located from Wisconsin and complet
ing a tour of Mexico this summer
Tom Leabhart, director of the com
pany, was enthusiastic at the G.R.
community mobilizing for the Kam
puchean people and donated the ser
vices of the troop.
The Corporeal Mime Theatre in
performance is both beautiful and
stark, described in a recent reveiw as
“sculpture in motion" almost “defying gravity”. The group does not
wear white face or perform feats of
illusion as mimes are oft thought to
do, instead they use positions and
alignments of the body, with faces

held neutral, to communicate. Like
in ballet, the mimes must constantly
drill basic movements and the
works are complex constructions
built on these configurations. “Cor
poreal” refers to the act of the
mimes multiplying their actions in
formations, harmonic like Bach, and
at times, irresolute like Stravinski.
F^arl Heuer, TJC professor and
East Asian expert will give a short
talk followed by a narrated slide
presentation by Zohorah Simmons.
Simmons was an American Friends
Service Committee delegate who has
recently returned from Kampuchea.
Blues and jazz artists Terry Bus
sey and Chris Shepard will close the
show with a positive, recitalizing

chord, their bright, swing style of
playing and singing the blues makes
people feel they don’t need to.
Shepard says she enjoys playing for
an event like this "to know we aren’t
helpless in the face of such disaster.
We can make a difference.”
The plight of the Cambodian/
Kampuchean people is immense.
Food and Medicine are needed im
mediately. The benefit can raise
money to get the needed supplies to
the people in the camps and fields
before Christmas.
Donations will be collected at the
door by a treasurer for the A.F.S.C.
Five dollars is the suggested dona
tion, though no one will be turned
away for more, . . . .or less.

Sarah’s Dance ’Fascinates Audiences
cessfully good production, its suc
cess is seeded and bloomed by the
combined talents of the directing,
technical work and dynamic per
formances of the actors. Kennedy
collaborated with set designer John
Hyatt to create a truly impressive
stage in the small playhouse. He util
izes the music of John A. Yannclli, as
well as the costuming talents of cos
tume designer Helen Ledoux Bray.

by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
“Sarah’s Dance” , an original play
written by Grand Valley’s English
professor Dennis Kennedy, is fascin
ating’the audiences of Grand Valley's
Stage 3 Theater, located downtown
Grand Rapids.
This short two act play is about
the misfortunes and total confusions
of a woman named Sarah. It vaguely
depicts her life from birth, taking us
quickly through her lonely child
hood, problematical teens, unhappy
womanhood, and life draining senil
ity years; concluding with her still
unsatisfied death.
This thrilling, provocative and
quite humorous play utilizes quick
scenes with quick action. An un
caring father and mother, precarious
and unnecessary friends and an undefinable enigma sums up the poor
and frustrated life of Sarah, a play
billed as an “Evetywoman Play”, as
Sarah scans her crumbled life
through the remsins of a shattered
mirror.
Paradoxically, it’s the humor
which makes this script exciting, yet
it drags the progress erf the play. Un
like the humor in “real life” propell
ing our lives forward, Kennedy’s hui to divert us from (he play,
; us to really uncover Sarah's
And so after a while we
ag why is Sarah really un
it? . . .What is she looking for?
.Who i

The cast is headed by Ann Stoll,
as Sarah. Stoll, an experienced act
ress of the Grand Valley stage, de
livers a believable performance of a
woman continually afflicted with
confusion, motivating her search.
An outstanding performance is
given by Michael Friedman, Grand
Valley's newly hired technical
director. !r this
tion he takes on eight different
roles, (bringing each to life.)

which are never uncovered nor de
veloped. It’s not until one of the
dosing scenes. “Sarah's dream’*,
we’re really allowed a chance to un
derstand her. But then we are buried
in so many hackneyed, melodramatic
“1 dream I eras a chic

ken”, “I dreamed 1 was a moth”, “1
dreamed I sat at a piano"—that we're
unable to dig our way up to Sarah’s
problem. With the absence of humor
(for the first time in the play) the
scene becomes “dull, dull, duIL"
Overall, “Sarah's Dance, m a suc

Abby Jayne, Roy Sorensen, Re
becca Lemson and Bob Vance de
liver outstanding performances, each
grasping many different roles. Susan
Ann Bowman, Pat Roy, Jeanne Tindel and David Sibley also delivered
commendable performances.
Grand Valley will continue to
present “Sarah's Dance through
December 1. Performances are at
g 00 pm, Wednesday through Sat
urday. AH performances are down
town at Stage 3, on (be comer o f
Fountain and Ransom NW..

It’s that time of year again when people go around making lists of one
thing or another. Since every magazine and newspaper will be running
their “ 10 best” lists in the near future, I too win fall prey to the tempta
tion of making known the good, the bad, and the ugly. Here, there, in the
last full issue of the Lanthorn for 1979 is the first annual Bama - Lama
awards for music in the past year.
Albums;
1. Graham Parker:............................................Squeezing out Sparks (Arista)
2. Buzzcocks.............................. A Different Kind of Tension (VA import)
3. Dave Edmunds...............................Repeat When Necessary (Swan Song)
4. Roxy Music..................................................................... Manifesto (Atco)
5. Neil Young and Crazy Horse:....................... Rust Never Sleeps (Reprise)
6. Elvis Costello............................................Armed Forces (Radar import)
7. Rickie Lee Jones....................................Rickie Lee Jones (Warner Bros.)
8. Blondie..............................................................Eat to the Beat (Chrysalis)
9. Talking Heads............................................................. Fear of Music (Sire)
10. The Stranglers.....................................................The Raven (VA import)
Graham Parker finally delivered the album of which he always has been
capable, and he even made a better album than Costello, who’s over
shadowed Parker since Castello’s arrival. The Buzzcocks’ album, reviewed
in these pages two weeks ago, is one of the biggest surprises of the year.
An album of lyrical brilliance and crafty melodies, this is as close to a newwave Beatles album as we’re likely to get. Dave Edmonds and Rockpik
continue to create incredible rock and roll out of the basic, elemental
forms, and they do it with unequalcd finesse. Repete may well be the best
of Edmonds’ stellar output. Roxy Music's comeback was feared by many
as a mere excuse to salvage a sinking Bryan Ferry solo career. Instead,
Manifesto proved to be their best album since Country Life, and a direct
throwback to their more adventurous first two Ip's. Neil Young and Crazy
Horse played some of the most brutal rock ’n roll of the year on Rust,
which was a welcome change after the enforced mellowness of There
Comes a Time. Rust may well be Neil's best of several outstanding albums.
Costello’s Armed Forces is his most polished album, but the subject matter
has little to do with America and appreciation here was difficult. Still,
Elvis cracked the radio and sold lots of albums. I picked the British release
for better packaging and programming. Rickie Lee was the hands-down
winner for best debut of the year. Blondie and the Heads created “shakeof-the-art American rock 'n roll for our time, and both albums are each
group’s finest. Meanwhile The Stranglers rang in the 80’s with The Raven,
one of the
varied yes: cohesive albums of '79 sr.d sgsir., the group's
best.
Several other Ip’s came very close to the top 10 including both Joe
Jackson albums. The Undertones debut, Jerry Lee Lewis’ marvelous
comeback, Linton Kwesi Johnson's powerful Forces of Victory, and Air's
improvisations on ragtime. Air Lore.
Biggest Disappointments:
a * * ? 1'™*’ .......................................................................... Dream Police
Steve Forbcrt;.................................... .......................... Jackrabbit Slim
Bob D ylan ;...................................................................Slow Train Commg
The absolute worst album of 1979 award;
Fleetwood Iflac, running unchallenged for Twk. After two years and
close to a million dollars in studio time, the epitome of big
rock ’n
roll emerges with four sides of middle-of-the-road tedium that can't hold a
candle to their previous two albums. Consider that *79h other biggie.
The Knack album, only com 818,000 to make.
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WSRX Jocks Rave On Faves of
Mullet Ass. M. D.

Phil Poersma

Randy Newman . . . Good Old Boys
Leon R edbone............. On the Track
Bachman, Turner Overdrive. . . BTO
Sex Pistols . Never Mind the Bullocks
Elvis Costello...........My Aim is True
Bob Dylan . . . . Blood on the Tracks
Leon Russell............................ Carney
Warren Zevon.............Excitable Boy
Bruce Springsteen . . . . Born to Run
John Prine................Bruised Orange

Iggy & the Stooges...............Funhouse
Iggy & the Stooges............Raw Power
Sex Pistols . Never Mind the Bullocks
Alice C o o p e r..............................Killer
Black Sabbath.........................Paranoia
Television............................. MarqueeMoon
Walter Carlos . . .Switched—On Bach
Ramones............................... Ramones
Jimmy Dawkins Band. . . . Blistering
Aerosm ith..............Toys in the Attic

Upon finishing my list, I noticed
I tended to lean towards the second
half of the decade, which goes to
show that the memory is the first
to go.
The “ Costello” and "Sex Pistols”
would have to be two of the atten
tion getters for the “New WavePunk” genre.
There were many
other albums as good as these, but
these did come first. I would say my
reasons for the others is just the way
I love an “ole tear-jerkin’ ” ballad.
Newman, Dylan, Russell, Prine, and
Springsteen just leave me a’sobbing.
One must remember that this
list is subject to change upon my
slightest whim. Love, Mullet.
Bruce Parrot
Elvis Costello.......... My Aim is True
Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson....
. . . Waylon & Willie
Paul Butterfield............... {Setter Days
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee....
. . . Sonny & Brownie
Janis J o p lin ............................... Pearl
S p irit.............The Twelve Dreams of
Dr. Sardinicus
Patrick S k y ........ Songs that Made
America Famous
Devo.......................................Be Stiff
The S h irts..........................The Shirts
Zappa.................. Overnite Sensation

Honorable Mentions:
Ian Dury,
New Boots and Panties, Richard
Newell, King Buscuit Boy; Warren
Zevon, Excitable Boy, and The
Stranglers, Black and White.
Elvis was my introdu cation to
“ Modern?” Rock and Roll. 1 think
it was a disgusting depraved decadethat's why I like Patrick Sky so
much! Oh! Did I forget the Knack?

and grab my jean jacket and head
for the hills of Tennessee to snag me.
a mountain man and live happily
ever after rambling my life away.
Genesis Seconds Out captures
the energy of their live performances.
When I listen to Minstrel in the
Gallery I get the impulse to drop
what I’m doing at the moment,
dress in a flowing white guaze dress
and skip nymph-like through fields
of clover in my bare feet.
I like the sensitivity James Tayloy
puts in his music. Taylor can sum up
the pain and longing of loving some
one better than any artist I know.

All of these albums had a profound
effect on Music. They also influ
enced me personally. For that, I
am gratefuL
Steve Aldrich
The W ho........................... Who’s Next
Elvis C ostello..........My Aim is True
Rolling Stones . Exile on Main Street
Roxy M usic......................Roxy Music
The Move. Message from the Country
The Clash..............................The Clash
Mott the H oople.......... Brain Capers
Sex Pistols . Never Mind the Bullocks
Gram Parsons.......... Grievous Angel
Bruce Springsteen . . Darkness on the
Edge of Town
Honorable Mention: John Lennon,
Plastic Ono Band; Elton John,
Tumbleweed Connection; David
Bowie, Hunky Dory; Big Star, Radio
City; 10 cc. Sheet Music.
My selections are in no particular
order; there’s no way that you could
expect to determine if Exile is better
than Who’s Next, and so on. The
Who and Move albums are oldest on
the list. Who’s Next defined the
group’s 70’s identity and they’re
yet to equal it again. Message is a
stunner, the awesome combined ef
forts of Roy Wood, Jeff Lynne, and
Bev Sevan, and listening to it now
only reminds me of what a horrible
albatross ELO has become. 1972 was
a choice year for rock ’n roll, and the
Stones, Mott, and Roxy albums are
good indicators. Exile remains the

best Stones of the 70’s: Brain Capers
and the inovative debut from Roxy
Music paved the way for the new
wave. Gram Parsons replayed the
Hank Williams story, and Grievous
Angel, while being the finest country
album of the decade, is also the first
long playing suicide note. The Sex
Pistols, Costello, and Clash defined
the future of rock, but the man with
that tag ignored all the trends and
made the 70’s Highway 61, Darkness
on the Edge of Town.
Donna Disser
Dan Fogclberg and Tim Weisbcrg . . .
. . . Twin Sons of Different Mothers
Genesis..........................Seconds Out
ELO ............................ Face the Music
Emerson Lake & Palmer . . . .Trilogy
Jethro Tull. . .Minstrel in the Gallery

Peter G abriel.....................1st album
Carly Simon..................Anticipation.
H e a rt..................Dog and Butterfly
Marshall Tucker Band . . .
. . . Where We All Belong
James T ay lo r...............................J.T.
With Fogclber on guitar and vo
cals and Weisbcrg on flute an album
can’t go wrong.
Ann and Nancy Wilson are two of
the few women who know how to
rock and roll.
When I listen to Where We All
Belong I get this craving to pack up
my faded blue jeans, braid my hair

Jules Mastcnbrook
The Sex Pistols . . Never Mind The
Bollocks (1977; makes me want to
invest in a machine gun and use it.
Mott the llooplc . . . . Mott (1973)
Real classic album from my favorite
album, it rocks like crazy, and tells
the story of Mott.
Elvis Costello My Aim Is True(1977)
Elvis' best in my opinion, probably
my favorite of all time. Raggae mel
odies and tunes that reakky rock out.
Vocal hooks galore make this an en

joyable album from beginning to
end.

Devo Q: Are We Not Men? A: We
Are Devo! (1978). Really inventive,
mechanical industrial rock. Aliena
tion is the craze, and these men are
the kings.
The C a n ............... The Can (1978)
Mechanical Hooks, rock V roll that’s
shiny, slick and hypnotic. Rock V
roll without a hint of cuteness.

Mick Ronson Play, Don't Worry
(1975). His second solo Lp where
the vocals are more under control
with an extremely inventive musical
backdrop borrowing a lot (including
Ian Hunter) from Mott the Hoople.
Bruce Springsteen . Darkness On the
Edge of Town (1978). The “Boss”
refines his style and comes out on
top, as usual. This man makes me
want to molest children, old men aqd
small animals.
(continued on page 7)
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Laker Sidelines
With
Steve Serulla
The decade of the seventies draws to » close; at Grand Valley it means
the end of a prosperous time in athletics. When the 1970’s began, Grand
Valley had a new fieldhouse dome in which to build a new intercollegiate
athletic program. The basketball program was in its infant stage, while GV
had yet to play a varsity football game. Furthermore, women’s athletics
was almost unheard of in Lakeriand and the only place to go for Grand
Valley's teams was up.
The Lakers hired new coaches during the early years of the 70’s and
joined a new conference, the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Confer
ence, and by
1975 the campus had a half dozen teams participating in
national tournaments.
Today, as the athletic program enters the eighties, we are faced with the
lack of a physical education facility and heaven knows when we’ll see a
completed complex on campus. We have some of the best coaches in the
entire Midwest at Grand Valley, but how long will we be able to convince
them to stay at a college that has no fieldhouse in which to prepare for
and compete in athletic events?
I began my college education at Grand Valley in 1972 and have attend
ed some memorable contests in the campus facilities. Among them are
football's first-ever victory against Kalamazoo College in 1973, the big win
over Northern Michigan University in 1976, basketball playoff wins in var
ious seasons, and the women's basketball and volleyball victories over Divi
sion I competition.
Grand Valley will have many problems to solve in the 1980's if the col
iege wishes to continue its excellence in intercollegiate athletics. The
1970’s brought on the advent of Title IX and the women’s movement for
equality in colicgc athletics and in the 1980’s they will gain a certain
amount of that equality
1980 will also bring a new look to sports writing and sportscasting as
women continue to make inroads in those areas. The LANTHORN is at
die forefront of those roads: There will be a new sports editor for this
publication beginning with the first issue of the new decade Suzanne
Joseph will take my position as sports editor and she will be one of the
few women sports editors for any paper in the country. She has worked
hard and diligendy to learn
all phases of the job, and in my estimation
has earned a chance to prove her worth in this position.
Athletics will undergo a lot of changes during the next ten years and
die costs involved arc growing in astronomical proportions. It is my hope
that Grand Valley will be able to find the answers to these problems and
solve any financial needs. Furthermore, l would like to see a new and
more complete facility on campus which would include an ice arena and
a golf course as well as a new fieldhouse.
As you graduate from your respective schools at Grand Valley in the
1980's don’t forget your alma mater. Donate five, ten, twenty, fifty or
even a hundred dollars a year to ol’ GV: I’m proud to have gone to such a
fine institution of higher learning and others should feel the same way.

Hansens Living Out a Dream
by Suzanne Joseph
What good is a dream if it never
comes true? Fortunately—or unfor
tunately, depending on the dreamnot ail of them come true.
Kim and Barb Hansen are living
out a dream—a dream that came true
overnight.
They are playing basketball for
the San Francisco Pioneers, an ex
pansion team in the two-year-old
Women’s Professional Basketball
League (WBL).
The Hansen duo, a name given to
the awesome six-foot pair while they
were bouncing their way through
basketball history at Grand Valley
State just one year ago, were often
mistaken for sisters while at GVSC,
and still turn the heads of people
who read the Pioneer’s roster. The
Pioneer’s head coach, Frank LaPorte,
continues to remind fans in Califor
nia: “ Everyone wants to know if the
Hansens are sisters. I have to keep
telling them they are not related,”
he said.
Several fans from Grand Valley
traveled to Chicago last Friday night
to witness the game they had all an
ticipated for so long.
The Chicago Hustle defeated the
Pioneers, 107-105, in an exciting,
fast-moving game of exceptional bas
ketball. The contest was held at

DePaul University, before an almostcapacity crowd of 2,475 enthusiastic
fans who knew where to go for good
entertainment.
All who were present were im
pressed to no end, as they witnessed
the results of putting ten of the best
female athletes in the country out
on a basketball court.
Kim, ailed by the flu, contributed
just six points, a little below the 9.7
average she owned after the team's
first three games. Even though she
was playing under the weather, she
still managed to add 11 rebounds to
her 13.3 average.
Barb, playing a reserve role, saw
limited action, but converted a cru
cial free throw during the second
quarter. She also grabbed two defen
sive rebounds during her four min
utes on the playing court.
The Hustle snapped the Pioneers
three-game winning streak and
boosted their early season record to
2- 0 .
Kim and Barb mentioned some of
the differences between college and
professional basketball. “The speed
of the game is the biggest difference.
We use a 24-second shot clock, so
if we don’t get the fast-break, we set
up our offense quickly to get a shot
off before 24 seconds is up,”Kim
said.
Barb Hansen looking for a pass (photo by Ron Hovingh).

“ 1 can tell I’m playing profession
al basketball, because of all the trav
eling we do. When we’re playing
three or four games a week, we’re
going all the time. When we’re not
playing a game, we’re practicing. Wc
don’t get any time off, and I guess
we shouldn’t expect to, cither,”
Kim added.
The Pioneers play a 36-game
schedule against 13 WBL teams.
Their longest road trip is eight days,
which isn’t that bad, considering the
California Dreams have three road
trips consisting of 12 days each.
It took Kim, holder of all Grand
Valley scoring records, several weeks
to adjust to her new role. “My role
here is different than my role was at
Grand Valley. Points is not my thing
on the team. My goal each game is
to grab 15 rebounds. As you can see,
our strength is at the guard posi
tions.”
One may wonder if all the work is
worth it, but Kim and Barb have no
intention of giving up, as they take
each day one at a time. “ You have to
give 100 percent every game and
practice,Your position is on the line,

Do You Remember?
December 6, 1976—Grand Valley's wrestling squad finishes third at the
Michigan College Tournament at Central Michigan University. John Harris
places first at 134, Bill Palmer second at 126, and Scott Yerrick, 167; Bill
Roenma, 142; Mike Abrams, 158: and Ron Essink, hwt; each places third
in their respective weight classes.

December 15, 1976-The Lakers football team places two players on the
NAIA Division II All-American squad. Defensive lineman Dennis Dermyer
■ named to the first team defensive unit and fullback Jamie Hosford re
ceives second team offensive honors.
•

•

•

December 21, 1976-The Grand Valley basketball team wins the Spring
Arbor fi-Mi.- as they defeat all three opponents. The Lakers'dynamic duo
center Paul Peterman and forward Sid Bruinsma are named to the all-tour
nament team. Peterman, named the tournament’s Most Valuable Player,
connects on 29 of 42 ficldgoal attempts for 73 points and adds 31 re
bounds. Bruinsma adds 65 points on 27 of 36 fieldgoal attempts and
contributes 43 rebounds.
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Ion to the Hustle (Dhoto bv Ron Hovingh).

Fieldhouse
November 28, 1V77-GVSC leads
the balloting for the All-District 23
football team by placing nine of its members on the squad. Grand Valley
is also named Team of the Year’ and GV coach Jim Harkema ‘‘Coach
of the Year." The Lakers complete the year with a 7-2 record and the
GLIAC title.
•

•

•

PiramhiT 2, 1978-Grand Valley’s football team defeats the University of
Wiaconan-LaCromc 23-14 in the NAIA Division 1 play-offs and advances
to the aemi-iinals against Eton College.
•

•

•

December 4, 1978 The Grand Valley basketball team shocks local college
roundball circles with a thrilling 71 70 victory over Western Michigan Univesaity. The victory for the NAlA's top-ranked team gives the Lakers a
3-0 record.

4 ,1 9 7 8 —New

women's basketball coach Pat Baker’s debut is *
— M
Lnkrn ■«— Western Michigan University a 67-59
lam a lead* Grand Valley with 24 points and Kim Hansen
21 points and 1 1 1

9. 1978—Grand Valley loses to E lan College 13-7 ta d d o tes
9-3 for GV's
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Open During
Xmas Break
by Denise Doty
Last Sunday evening the LMco-ed
racquetball championship was held
with the team of Marvin Schierbeek
and Patti Yarrington defeating Tony
Diola and Linda Hietanen by scores
of 21-17, 12-21. and 11-10.
During the semester break the
Fieldhouse will be open from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Fri
day. The Equipment Issue Room
will be closed from 5:00 p.m„ Dec
ember 6th to 12:00 noon January 2.
The Campus Recreation Office
will be selling 27 pairs of used cross
country skis. The skis up for sale ire
SK1LOM nonwax mohair skis ranging
in length from 180 cm to 210 cm.
All skis come with Dovtc 3-point
bindings.
The sale will be held on
Friday, November 30th, from noon
to 5 p.m., in the main lobby of the
Fieldhouse
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basketball piaycis. As long as wc rc
working hard, wc shouldn’t have to

worry about losing our positions,”
Kim said.
As Kim and Barb were talking to
friends and relatives after the game,
they were interrupted by youngsters
requesting autographs. Does this hap
pen often? "More as we go on,"
Kim noted with a smile. “A lot of
kids know we play good basketball,
and they look up to professional
athletes. 1 chuckled at first, but
realized this is something for them to
look forward to. Even I would like to
get the autographs of some of the
players we play against!"
LaPorte was asked how he felt to
have two of the best basketball play
ers in the state of Michigan on his
14-member squad. What he said
wouldn’t surprise anyone: “There
arc no finer women players than
those two from Grand Valley, and
I’m not saying that just because
you’re here. They are two super
people who work very hard. Kim has
been playing exceptional basketball.
She had 16 points and 21 rebounds
in our overtime victory against New
York on the 17th. Barb has come a
long way. and will see more playing
time as the season progresses. She is
steadily improving.

Next Month With the Lakers
Sat. (Dec. 1)
Sun. (Dec. 2)
Sat. (Dec. 8)
Mon. (Dec. 10)
Thurs. (Dec. 13)
Sat. (Dec. 15)
Mon. (Dec. 17)
Tues. (Dec. 18)
Thurs. (Dec. 20)
FrL (Dec. 21)
Sat. (Dec. 22)
Thurs. (Dec. 27)
FrL (Dec. 28)
Sat. (Dec. 29)

Sun. (Dec. 30)
FrL (Jan. 4)
Set. (Jan. 5)
Mon. (Jan. 7)
Tues. (Jan. 8)

Wrestling
Men’s Basketball
Wrestling
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Wrestling
Men’s Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women's Basketball

GVSC at Warhawk Open (Whitewater, Wise.)
GVSC at Orchard Lake (St. Mary)
GVSC at Michigan Open (Central Mich. Univ.)
C.VSC at Western Michigan University
GVSC at Western Michigan University
Calvin College at GVSC (Jenison H.S.)
GVSC at Muskegon Open
GVSC at Central Michigan University
Ferris State at GVSC (Allendale H.S.)
GVSC at Ball State University
GVSC at Spring Arbor Classic
GVSC at Spring Arbor Classic
GVSC at Spring Arbor Clastic
GVSC at University of Detroit
GVSC at Granite City Oaaic (St. Cloud, Minn.)
GVSC at Northern Michigan Tournament
GVSC at Granite City Qassic
GVSC at Northern Michigan Tournament
GVSC at Midlands Wrestling Championships
(Evanston, Illinois)
GVSC at Granite City Claaic
GVSC at Northern Michigan Tournament
GVSC at Midlands Wrestling Championships
GVSC at Green Bay Qaaic
GVSC at Green Bay
Northern Michigan at GVSC (Allendale FL§.)
Hillsdale at GVSC (at GRJC Ford Fieldhouse)
GVSC at Michigan State University
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’70$ Faves
Jules Mastenbrook
Joe Jackson . . . Look Sharp (1979)
Music that moves with a steady
pounding reggae beat with a New
Wave kick. His vocals are the most
distinctive feature.
Ramones................Ramones (1975)
This band moves too fast for most
people, but they’re just my speed.
Their music is fast and frenzied with
no breaks in the three-cord progress
ion. Incites riots.

(Editor's Note: Rotcoe Vencbini,
rock artiste, has at times appeared
on WSRX as guest D.J., spectral com
mentator, or electron nuisance)

from page 5

Bad Company. . . . Bad Co. (1974)
Even though this band is a remix,
in music and personnel, of Mott the
Hoople, Free and King Crimson, they
are (were) my favorite hard rock
band of the Seventies, and their first
album was their best.

I feel it’s unfair to list only ten
favorite album s-there’s no such
thing! So here’s some albums that
deserve an honorable mention.

Emerson, Lake and Palmer Brain
Salad Surgery (1971). This band
never received the attention they de
served, except for “ From the Begin
ning,"which was one of the poorest
tunes. They were light years ahead
of their time, and this album con
trasts Greg Lake’s best vocals with
some of the most inspirational elec
tronic music of our time.

Van H alen...........Van Halen (197S)
With the death of heavy metal at
Jimi Hendrix’s deathbed, these
screamers latched onto an overused
musical variety and gave it a fresh
sound. The best Heavy Metal ever.

Santana............. Inner Secret (1978)
Santana was a band that always
lived up to it’s potential, but on
this album they shine like never
before, never once ‘‘selling out,”
maintaining “sale-ability.”

“I only listen to music in motion.
If it ain’t in my car it’s from my gui
tar. I hear lots of stuff, got tapes of
favc songs by this or that group,
but these are the high numbers, all
the way thru every time."

Leslie J.
The Who . . .Quadrophcnia (original)
Elvis Costello.......... My Aim is True
Bowie . Rise ft Fall of Ziggy Stardust
Stones. . . Satanic Majesties Request
Led Zeppelin . . .Houses of the Holy
Blondie..........................Parallel Lines
J. G eils.............Blow Your Face Out
Bob Marley 4< the Wailers . . . (Live!)
Ian Dury . . . New Boots and Panties
Pink Floyd. . Dark Side of the Moon
Special Additions:
Aerosmith.................... Aerosmith
T ubes....................................Tubes
Roxy Music............. Country Life
Springsteen............. Born to Run
Reasons Why?
"These R my faves cuz they move
me; I don't wanna write no more.
okay?!"

The Alpha Rand /The Statue Makers
of Hollywood - - Alpha Band Future
Shock country-rock from Texas.
Leader T-Bone Burnett hit Dylan up
with Jesus byt Statue Makers bums
Zimmies’ Slow Train on the. ..
This Years Model - - Elvis Costello,
The Clown Simp’s main dish. Stripped
down striped up Attractions rage be
hind some of Angry Mouth’s best
singing and lyrics. My tape is of the
Brit, import with Radio, Radio and
Stranger in the House tacked on (and
My Aim is True on the flip).
Another Green World - -Another
planet, another guy. X-static love
songs from the electric night.

Who’s Next - - The Who, J.D. Salin
ger meets the synthesizer. Catcher in
the rock. Who's best.
Station to Station - • Bowie The
Thin White Duke meets the Europe
an Phantom in fromt of 13 video
screens showing a pearl and a candle
flame matrizing. Concentrates rock,
blue and red-eyed soul, and scattered
poetics at the burning point on the
Neon Heart.
96° In The Shade - - Third World
Impressionistic raggae. Science, splif,
and soul Soundtrack for astral
travel.
The Hissing of Summer Lawns - Joni Mitchel/Pop muzik meets Fine
Art. The ballerina becomes gyro
scope. Thru the labyrinth of intellect
and ego, rapids on the river of vein,
in and out of the anima mouth. The
Teeth Mother in the Suburbs.
Pat Metheny Group/The Sea - - En
vironments No. 6/Fvening Star - Fripp and Eno I put these on when I
don’t want to listen to music.
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Live In The Promised Land - - Spring
steen Vinal speed. Yes, it’s t bootleg
and until CBS releases a live one
1*11 listen to it. He's best live but any
thing by him is number 1 to me.
Honorable Meshugenas: The Wild
Places - - Duncan Browne, Alive On
Arrival - Steve Forbert; Pink Moon - Nick Drake; John Coupri Back to
the Midwce Night - - Arlyn Gale

Dancers in Studio
Performances
Dance Alliance is presenting new
works in a new format, a Studio Per
formance, next Wednesday (Nov. 28)
through Friday (Nov. 30) in Room
121, Caulder Fine Arts Center. New
pieces choreographed by dance fac
ulty members Clair Porter and Chris
tine Loizeaux will be featured along
side those of seniors Teresa Povolo
and LeAnne Schmidt.
Performances are free and will
begin at 1:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. Wed
nesday and Thursday, with one show
at 8 p.m. on Friday.

CLASSIFIEDS
Lanthorn Gasified Ad Rate
1) Base Rate: $2.50 for 15 words or
less. Each additional w o rd -$.05.
2) Boldface Type ad-$.50.
3) Border around ad—$.50.
4) Commercial (Buriness ad) a d d $.50.
NOTE: Payment m utt be enclosed
when submitting this ad. Ads re
ceived without payment will not be
printed! Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m.
Make check or money order payable
to - The Lanthorn.
Address
The Lanthorn/Campus Center
Grand Valley State Colleges
Allendale. Ml. 49401

Earn $$$$ and/or College Credit.
BECOME
A
LANTHORN
REPORTER
—Leant
Journalistic
Technique,
Newspaper Layout and improve Writ
ing SKILLS!!! Ad Artist, Typesetter
and Advertising positions available.
INTERESTED!!!
—Contact Mike Hubbell at the
Lanthorn.

LOST: A 3 year old brown, female
Daushound. Lost Sat, Nov. 10, at
GVSC. Call Bob Hey 538-7703, or
453-8873. R ew ard-$50.00.
Post-graduate Education: Learning
more and more about less and less
(i.e.; someday knowing everything
about nothing), usually followed by
an attempt to teach others even
less.
Items for sale: ’71 GMC van, runs
well, no reasonable offer refused.
SONY TC-160 cassette deck $40,
army trench coat $40, old slide
projector $10. 895-6329.
Spend Winter Term In Sunny Egypt
Learn Arabic language and culture
Financial Aid available
Contact Center for International
Studies, ext. 211

Have we got
a job for you!

Are you a jolly fellow??? If so, have
we got a job for you! Santa Claus’s
needed in Grand Rapids area.

HAIR DESIGN
Security Positions in Grand Rapids
Start ® $3.50 per hour.

51 Monroe Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville

Psychiatric Aides and Child Careworker needed for part time help in
Grand Rapids. Start @ $3.91/hour.
Data Processing openings in south
east Grand Rapids.
Quality Control Lab. Tech. - Start
@ $3.50 per hour (in Wyoming).

of Jenison

Going TO or FROM Grand Valley College

W e’r e o n y o u r way!
For wash and wear cut* and perms!
You’ll also enjoy reasonable prices.
‘Stop in or call 457-4620 (next to Farmers Market)

Cross-country ski special for term break

DETAILED INFORMATION ON
THESE JOB
LISTINGS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE SEIDMAN
HOUSE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE. Ask for Steve Tagg or
Michelle Bridges between 9 a. m.
and 4 p. m. Monday thru Friday.

Pick-up by Dec. 5
Return Jan. 2-Jan. 4

Openings in Grand Rapids and Grand
Haven for various clerical positions
ranging from $3.00 - $4.00 per hour.

Cost for skis, boots & poles
$20 for students
$25 for staff & faculty

Interested in waitress
$2.V0 per hour plus tips.
Inventory clerk needed for counting
stock in Grand Rapids. Start
$3.50 per hour.

PALL
MONDAY

"Monday Niter’s Clmb"

8-10:30 pm —Only $1.00 Admission
MPncs urlth Club Card
TUESDAY
Private Parties
Call 531-4301 for Info
WEDNESDAY
A dult Skate
1012 Noon - Only $1.50 Admission
Free Coffee - Includes Skates!
"Champ Skate"
4-6 pm —Only $1.00 Admission
Soul & Disco Music
7-10 pm - Only $2.00 Admission
Disco Rock ft Top 40
TH U R SD A Y

D isco Dance
710 pm - Only $2.00 Admission
FRIDAY
“FABULOUS FRIDAY"
DISCO-SKATING PASTY
812 Mid. - Only $2.25 Admission.
-Pay ONE price ALL nlteDon’t forget “BUCK NITES"
“M tdnlta Soul"
12 Mldnlte 3:30 am - Only $2.00 Admission
Ladles Always Vi Price!
Soul ft Disco Music
SA TU R D A Y

“Kid’s Ftm Tima"
10-12 Noon —Only $1.50 Admission
Skstss Included
Parents A dm itted Free!

Group Lessons 12-1 pm —Orly $1.25
Private Leeeons Available
Call 531 -4301
1-4 pm —Only $1.75 Admission
Lesson ft Matinee —Only $3.00
"SUPER SATURDAY NTTE~
Disco Skating Party
8-J2 Mid - Only $2.25 Admission
BEST DISCO MUSIC. LJTES AND
SOUND ROUND!
-P ay ONE petes ALL n« eSUNDAY
2 5 pm —Only $2.00 Admission
Com e Aa A Famdy Morn and Dad Admitted Free!

8- 1 1 :30 p m - Only $2.50 Admission
meet Weekly For Best Dfeeaeti ft Skat*
SouISDtecoM uatc

WYOMING
« se e C LY D E PA R K

531-4301

Discount Paraphernalia?
YES
No reservations- First-come, First-served. The cross-country
rental room is located in the north entrance to the field house.

send for your free catalog
order in your own privacy
.If order exceeds $10.00, we pay shipping and handling.
Pik-A-Pipe Inc.
PO Box 2407
Grand Rapids, Mi. 49501

NEED CREDIT?

HOURS OPEN

SEND FOR
TH ESE

‘‘Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
‘minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your

C R E D IT

command.”

O N L Y *6.36

PRO BLEM S
TH E C R E D IT GAM E

r. WALL SHEET PUBLISHING CO

I -

THE CREDIT GAME

SO LV E A L L
Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Eraae bad debt records
Skip bills without ruining credit
Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
Information on updated credit laws and legislation
Your n £ ra under the Federal Credit Acts

M

303 STH AVE.
SUITE 1300
NEW YORK. NV 10010

(K.V rsudsnts add 8% Seles Tee)

Enclosed isS Neme -------Address-----City ----------

Books

.fo r

State .
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

Zip
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FOR
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H A V E A D E G R E E IN
S C IE N C E O R E N G IN E E R IN G ?

6 0 % OF NEW PRICE ON
TEXT CONFIRMED FOR USE
THE FOLLOWING TERM.

■I
i

If so, p u t that degree to work in the United States Air Force.
The Air Force has job openings for science and engineering
officers in many professional areas. Find out if one of them is
yours. Then ask about that excellent Air Force salary . . . the
executive experience . . . the worldwide assignments . . . liv
ing quarters . . . 30 days of paid vacation a year . . . medical
and dental care . . . and many other Air Force benefits. It’s
one of the finest onpotunities in the nation. For information,
contact
SSgt Michael Ryan, U.S. A ir Force

I

Officer Training School representative, w ho
w ill be on campus January 17, 1960. See
placement office for more information.
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